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Solid lipid nanoparticles produced through a coacervation method

Luigi Battaglia, Marina Gallarate, Roberta Cavalli, Michele Trotta

Abstract: Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) of fatty acids (FAs) were prepared with a new, solvent-free technique based on FAs precipitation from their sodium salt micelles in the presence of polymeric non-ionic surfactants: this technique was called 'coacervation'. Myristic, palmitic, stearic, arachidic and behenic acid were employed as lipid matrixes. Spherical shaped nanoparticles with mean diameters ranging from 250 to ~500 nm were obtained. Different aqueous acidifying solutions were used to precipitate various FAs from their sodium salt micellar solution. Good encapsulation efficiency of Nile Red, a lipophilic model dye, in stearic acid nanoparticles was obtained. The coacervation method seems to be a potentially suitable technique to prepare close to monodisperse nanoparticles for drug delivery purposes.
Introduction

Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) are disperse systems with mean diameters ranging between 50–1000 nm and represent an alternative to polymeric particulate carriers. The main advantage of lipid carriers in drug delivery is the use of physiological lipids or lipid molecules with a history of safe use in therapy (Müller et al. 2000). Several SLN production methods are described in the literature: cold and hot homogenization (Müller and Lucks 1996), microemulsion dilution (Gasco 1993), microemulsion cooling (Mumper and Jay 2006), solvent evaporation (Siekmann and Westesen 1996) and solvent injection (Schubert and Müller-Goymann 2003). Recently, the authors developed an emulsification-diffusion technique using solvents with low toxicity, such as butyl lactate (Gallarate et al. 2008), isobutyric (Trotta et al. 2005) and isovaleric acid (Battaglia et al. 2007).

All the mentioned methods, except cold homogenization, allow one to obtain small nanoparticles, but each of them presents some disadvantages, such as the need of complex machines in high pressure homogenization, the toxicity of most solvents employed in solvent-based methods and the requirement of high temperatures to melt the lipid matrix in solvent-free methods. Moreover, the need to overcome patented methods leads to the development of potential alternative techniques for SLN production.

The aim of this work was the development of a new, solvent-free technique to produce SLN of fatty acids by acidification of a micellar solution of their alkaline salts. As pH is lowered, fatty acids precipitate owing to proton exchange between the acid solution and the soap: this process can be defined as ‘coacervation’. The use of coacervation to produce polymeric nanoparticles is widely reported in the literature (Silva et al. 2008, Maculotti et al. 2008), but so far this technique has never been used for lipid nanoparticles production.

In this work, primary conditions to produce SLN for pharmaceutical applications were investigated by using myristic, palmitic, stearic, arachidic and behenic acid as lipid matrices and various molecular weight (Mw) partially hydrolysed polyvinyl alcohols and hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose as stabilizers. The stabilizers were chosen among non-ionic polymeric surfactants, since the absence of ionic groups makes them slightly sensitive to ionic strength and pH shifts. Nile Red, a lipophilic model dye, was chosen to study encapsulation efficiency within SLN.

Materials and methods

Materials

Citric acid, phosphoric acid, lactic acid, disodium hydrogenphosphate and sodium dihydrogenphosphate were from A.C.E.F. (Fiorenzuola d'Arda, Italy), 98% hydrolysed PVA 14 000–21 000 Mw (PVA 14 000) was from BDH Chemicals (Poole, UK); 80% hydrolysed PVA 9000–10 000 Mw (PVA 9000), 89% hydrolysed PVA 85 000–124 000 Mw (PVA 85 000),
sodium myristate (Na-M) and trehalose were from Sigma (Dorset, UK); sodium stearate (Na-S), sodium palmitate (Na-P), myristic acid (MA), palmitic acid (PA), arachidic acid (AA), behenic acid (BA) and Nile Red were from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland); HPMC 2910 (hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose, 28–30% methyl substitution degree, 7–12% isopropyl substitution degree) 15cP (Benecel® E15—14 000 Mw), 50cP (Benecel® E50—21 000 Mw) and 4000cP (Benecel® E4M—86 000 Mw) were from Eigenmann & Veronelli (Rho, Italy); stearic acid (SA) was from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Sodium arachidate (Na-A) and sodium behenate (Na-B) were obtained by adding a stoichiometric amount of NaOH ethanolic solution to the ethanolic solution of arachidic and behenic acid: the soaps were purified by recrystallization and stored in an essicator at room temperature. Deionized water was obtained by a MilliQ® system (Millipore, Bedford, MO). All other chemicals were analytical grade and used without any further purification.

Methods

**Determination of FA sodium salts Krafft point**

Krafft point is defined as the temperature at which the solubility increases drastically with temperature (Shinoda 1967). Krafft point can normally be estimated by measuring the temperature above which surfactant and water dispersions transform to a clear solution over a wide concentration range (Wen and Franses 2000). Phase behaviour studies of different sodium soaps in aqueous solution were carried out by visual observation of the phases present in mixtures of known composition as a function of temperature (Lin et al. 2005), 1 w/w% soap aqueous solutions were sealed in closed test tubes with lids and Teflon tapes. The samples were submerged in a thermostatic water bath and equilibrated at various temperatures using a magnetic stirrer. Samples were first heated to 85°C and then slowly cooled to room temperature, leading to the precipitation of soap crystals. The Krafft point of sodium soap, which is the temperature at which the last crystal dissolves and the solution becomes isotropic and transparent, was then determined by heating each sample at 0.5°C min⁻¹.

**PVA and HPMC viscosity determination**

Viscosities of 1% w/w aqueous solutions of PVA and HPMC were determined at 50.0 ± 0.5°C in the presence of 1.07% w/w Na-S (corresponding to 1% w/w SA) by using an AVS 300 capillary viscometer (Schott Geräte, Germany).
SLN preparation

Different operative conditions were used for SLN preparation according to the FA under study. Stock solutions of each polymeric stabilizer were prepared by heating the polymer in water (PVA 9000: 25°C; PVA 14 000: 80°C; PVA 85 000: 80°C; HPMC: 25°C) and then cooling at room temperature. Each FA sodium salt was dispersed in the polymeric stabilizer stock solution and the mixture was then heated under stirring (300 rpm) just above the Krafft point of FA sodium salt to obtain a clear solution. A selected acidifying solution (coacervating solution) was then added drop-wise until pH ~ 4.0 was reached. The obtained suspension was then cooled in a water bath under stirring at 300 rpm until 15°C temperature was reached.

SLN characterization

SLN were characterized by TEM (CM 10 Philips, The Netherlands) spraying the SLN suspension on the microscope grid by means of an aerosol-sampling device.

Particle size and polydispersity of SLN dispersions were determined by the laser light scattering technique—LLS (Brookhaven, USA). Measurements were obtained at 90° angle on the appropriate water-diluted samples.

Thermograms were performed with a DSC 7 (Perkin-Elmer, USA). Lipid bulk material and SLN suspensions were placed in conventional aluminium pans and heated from 30° to 90°C at 2°C min⁻¹. The degree of crystallinity of SLN was estimated by calculating the ratio between the melting enthalpy/g lipid in SLN dispersion and the melting enthalpy/g of the bulk material (Siekmann and Westesen 1994, Freitas and Müller 1999).

X-rays analysis was performed as follows: SLN suspension was centrifuged at 25 000 rpm for 30 min (Beckman Allegra® 64R Ultracentrifuge, USA) and washed twice with water, the precipitate was dried in vacuum overnight and analysed through a Guinier Camera 670 (Huber Diffraktionstechnik GmbH & Co., Germany).

SLN freeze-drying

SLN suspensions were freeze-dried without adding any cryoprotectant (FD-SLN) and in the presence of 5% w/v threalose (FD-THR-SLN) by using a Modulyo Freeze Dryer (Edwards Alto Vuoto, Italy). Freeze-dried samples were then redispersed in water and analysed for size determination.
**Nile Red-loaded SLN preparation**

Nile Red-loaded 1% w/w SA-SLN were prepared by dissolving the dye in a minimum amount of ethanol, in order to enhance the rate of inclusion within micelles, and then adding this solution to the warm (50°C) aqueous Na-S solution. Lipid coacervation was then performed as previously described. The dye concentration was 6 µg mL⁻¹ in the soap solution. Encapsulation efficiency was calculated as the ratio between Nile Red amount in SLN and that in the starting micellar solution. Nile Red analysis was performed as follows: 1 ml SLN suspension was centrifuged, the supernatant was discharged, the precipitate was dried under vacuum overnight and then dissolved in 1 ml ethanol, which was injected in HPLC for Nile Red quantification. HPLC analysis was performed using a LC9 pump (Shimadzu, Japan) with an Allsphere ODS-2 5 µm 150 × 4.6 mm column and a C-R5A integrator (Shimadzu, Japan); mobile phase: CH₃CN/H₂O 90/10 (flow rate = 1 mL min⁻¹); detector: RF551 fluorimeter (Shimadzu, Japan) λexc = 546 nm; λem = 630 nm. The retention time was 4.5 min. SLN were also observed with a DM2500 fluorescence microscope (FM) (Leica, Germany).

**Results and discussion**

As preliminary screening, several 1% SLN dispersions were produced in the presence of PVA 9000, in order to individuate the appropriate coacervating solution to obtain homogeneously dispersed nanoparticles. The experimental conditions are reported in Table 1. As it can be noted, different coacervating solutions were required for the different fatty acids and increasing amounts of PVA 9000 were necessary to stabilize the suspensions of increasing chain length FA-SLN. Real difficulties are found to explain the empirically obtained operative conditions on the basis of physical and chemical considerations. Anyway, some general considerations on the coacervation process can be done. First of all, to obtain spherical nanoparticles, a pH of ~4.0 has to be reached before cooling, otherwise needle-like crystals will be formed. Next, the presence of a polymer is essential to avoid particle aggregation, probably because it acts like a steric stabilizer (Scholes et al. 1999).
mixed together and then added to Na-M micellar solution; **added to Na-A micellar solution as follows: NaH₂PO₄ and then H₃PO₄; ***added to Na-B micellar solution as follows: NaH₂PO₄ and then HCl.

**Table 1.** Experimental conditions for 1% w/v FA-SLN aqueous dispersions

TEM micrographs of FA-SLN showed particles spherical in shape and with regular and smooth surfaces: as an example the micrograph of SA-SLN obtained in the presence of PVA 9000 is reported in Figure 1. Mean diameters and polydispersity of SLN, determined by LLS, are reported in Table 2 and are comprised in the 250–500 nm range: MA-SLN presented the highest mean sizes and polydispersity. The differences in mean sizes among FA-SLN prepared can probably be related to a number of factors, such as operating temperature, FA chain length and PVA 9000 concentration, which varied in the production process of the different FA-SLN.

**Figure 1.** TEM micrograph of 1% SA-SLN.
To verify the possibility to obtain a solid formulation, 1% w/v FA-SLN suspensions were freeze-dried in the absence of cryoprotectants (FD-SLN) and in the presence of 5% w/v threalose (FD-THR-SLN). SLN mean diameters and polydispersities before and after freeze-drying are reported in Table 2. Similar values in mean diameters were obtained for PA-SLN, SA-SLN and AA-SLN freeze-dried without any cryoprotectant; mean diameters of BA-SLN could be maintained only in the presence of threalose and MA-SLN, which were no more dispersible after freeze-drying (Abdelwahed et al. 2005).

Supercooled melts are not unusual in solid lipid nanoparticles systems (Bunjes et al. 1998), the term describes a phenomenon wherein lipid crystallization may not occur although the sample is stored at a temperature below the melting point of the lipid. As the advantage for SLN drug-carrier systems is essentially based on the solid state of the particles, solidification of the particles after coacervation must be verified. The status of lipid particles was investigated using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

DSC thermograms of SLN (Figure 2) revealed sharp melting peaks and no supercooled melt was revealed. The experimental melting points and enthalpies for raw lipids and SLN are shown in Table 3. It should be noted that, except for SA, there is only a small difference between melting point of pure lipid and of corresponding SLN. According to Siekmann and Westesen (1994), the melting point decrease of SLN colloidal systems can be due to the colloidal dimensions of the particles, in particular to their high surface-to-volume ratio, and not to recrystallization of the lipid matrices in a metastable polymorph. If the bulk matrix material is turned into SLN, the melting point is depressed (Hunter 1986), the presence of impurities, surfactants and stabilizers could also affect this phenomenon (Hou et al. 2003, Liu et al. 2007).

Table 2 Mean sizes and polydispersities of 1% w/v FA SLN before and after freeze-drying.
SA-SLN, instead, have a melting point near to 52°C, quite lower than raw SA (69°C) and this is ascribed to polymorphism. In fact SA can exist in three crystalline forms, A-B-C (Sato 1989), with three different melting points (43°C, 54°C, 69°C, respectively). Further investigation on SA-SLN with X-rays (Figure 3) confirmed that, in SLN, SA was in the low melting B form, which is characterized by monoclinic lattice (Goto and Asada 1978).
Successively it was pointed out that SA polymorphism is typical of coacervation process regardless of the presence of a stabilizer. B form of SA was also obtained after acidification of Na-S solution with lactic acid in the absence of PVA. B-form showed a distinct DSC pattern compared to C-form (Figure 4) and proved to be stable upon re-crystallization.

Polymorphism is also documented for PA (α-form melting point 40°C) and MA (α-melting point 24.5°C) (Dupre la Tour 1932, Arutyunova 1963), but in the present experimental conditions SLN don’t exhibit polymorph transitions.
Polymorphism has to be taken into account (Müller et al. 2000) for SLN in drug delivery. It is reported for triglycerides that shifts from low melting $\alpha$ or $\beta'$ form to more stable and high melting $\beta$ form cause drug release from nanoparticles, because of alteration in lipid matrix crystallinity: so, in the case of polymorphism, the determination of the stability of the crystalline form is very important. In the case of SA-SLN, B-form stability of over 1 month upon storage at room temperature and after freeze-drying was confirmed through DSC measurements.

A degree of crystallinity higher than 70% is obtained for FA-SLN, except for SA-SLN, as shown in Table 3. In the case of SA-SLN, the degree of crystallinity was calculated using the enthalpy of bulk SA in B form, measured on lipid obtained through acidification of Na-S solution with lactic acid.

PA and SA were chosen as lipid matrices for a further formulation study in which different commercially available grades of PVA were used, at the same concentration of PVA 9000. PVA 14 000 and PVA 85 000 caused an increase in particle size and polydispersity compared to PVA 9000: aggregated particles of PA-SLN were obtained in the presence of PVA 14 000 (Table 4).

Table 4. Mean sizes, polydispersities and melting enthalpies ($\Delta H$) of SA-SLN obtained with different PVA and different HPMC 2910 and PA-SLN obtained with different PVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PVA type</th>
<th>Viscosity (mPa s)</th>
<th>SA-SLN Mean size (nm)</th>
<th>SA-SLN Polydispersity</th>
<th>SA-SLN $\Delta H$ (J g$^{-1}$ lipid)</th>
<th>PA-SLN Mean size (nm)</th>
<th>PA-SLN Polydispersity</th>
<th>PA-SLN $\Delta H$ (J g$^{-1}$ lipid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVA 9000</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>206 ± 11</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>263 ± 12</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>181.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA 14 000</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.82 ± 35</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>138.9</td>
<td>183.9</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>192.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA 85 000</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>338 ± 15</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>476 ± 55</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>185.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPMC 15P</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>304 ± 17 (433 ± 34)</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>117.4</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPMC 50P</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.97 ± 21 (526 ± 60)</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>124.9</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPMC 400P</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>1448 ± 80 (1611 ± 110)</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R.O. = hydrolysis degree.

Table 4 determined in 1% w/w aqueous solutions at 48 ± 3.5°C in the presence of 1% w/w Na-S.
Table 4 values in brackets are mean sizes after freeze-drying.
Table 4 Substitution degree 28-30% (methy) and 7-12% (isopropyl).

PVA type seems therefore to influence nanoparticles mean diameters and polydispersity, probably due to different interactions between lipid and stabilizer, that might depend both on hydrolysis degree and polymer molecular weight.
In the literature it is reported (Hong et al. 2006) that in PVA-stabilized emulsions, low hydrolysis degree of the polymer determines a reduction of emulsion droplet sizes; moreover, it is also well known that an increase of aqueous medium viscosity may cause an increase of SLN particle size (Schubert and Müller-Goymann 2003).

In the present experimental conditions (50°C, in the presence of 1.07% w/w Na-S) only a very slight increase of the viscosity of 1% w/w PVA aqueous solutions was noted as a function of increasing polymer molecular weight. Therefore, viscosity seems not to affect SLN sizes, which might be influenced by polymer hydrolysis degree, probably related to a different interaction of the polymer with nanoparticles surface. As can be noted in Table 4, SLN mean diameters increased as a function of increasing PVA hydrolysis degree: highest values were obtained with PVA 14 000 (hydrolysis degree 98%), followed by PVA 85 000 (hydrolysis degree 89%) and by PVA 9000 (hydrolysis degree 80%).

In Figure 5 DSC patterns of SA-SLN and PA-SLN with different PVA are reported. It can be noted that SA polymorphism is typical of the coacervation process, regardless of the type of PVA used, since the melting point is always near to 52°C (B form). Moreover, transition enthalpies were different according to the stabilizer used, as shown in Table 4: increasing ΔH was recovered following this order: PVA 9000 ≪ PVA 85 000 ≪ PVA 14 000. Therefore, from these data it was supposed that different interactions occurred between the lipid matrix and the polymer used in SLN production.
Figure 5. Thermograms of SA-SLN (a) and PA-SLN (b) stabilized with different PVA. (a) 1% SA-SLN suspensions stabilised with: PVA 9000, PVA 14 000, PVA 85 000; (b) 1% PA-SLN suspensions stabilized with: PVA 9000, PVA 14 000, PVA 85 000.

To verify the influence of lipid concentration on SLN characteristics, SA-SLN were prepared at increasing (2%, 5%) lipid concentration in the presence of corresponding amounts of PVA 9000. As can be noted from Table 5, an increasing trend of SLN mean diameters, polydispersities and melting enthalpies was observed on increasing the lipid concentration. It has been previously noticed that PVA 9000-stabilized SLN have a lower melting enthalpy compared to bulk material. The reduction of the melting enthalpy should be due to an interaction between the lipid and the polymer at the surface of nanoparticles. The surface interaction between PVA and SA was supposed to decrease with increasing particle size owing to the consequent reduction of the surface area: such interactions can probably justify the obtained trend of transition enthalpies.

Table 5. Mean sizes, polydispersity and melting enthalpies (ΔH) of 1%, 2%, 5% SA SLN obtained with PVA 9000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid Concentration</th>
<th>Mean Size (nm)</th>
<th>Polydispersity</th>
<th>ΔH (J g⁻¹ lipid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% SLN</td>
<td>285 ± 11</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% SLN</td>
<td>373 ± 18</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% SLN</td>
<td>419 ± 50</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>138.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to test stabilizers alternative to PVA, different HPMC 2910 (identified by the manufacturer as 25cP, 50cP, 4000cP) having increasing molecular weights, but identical substitution degree, were used at 1% w/w concentration to prepare 1% w/w SA-SLN: also in this case SA was in B form. Particle size, ranging from 400–2000 nm, increased by increasing HPMC molecular weight (Table 4): with HPMC 4000cP microparticles with broad size distribution were obtained. SA-SLN, freeze dried in the absence of cryoprotectant, almost maintain their original mean diameters after suspension in water (Table 4). As the molecular weight of HPMC increased, an increase in viscosity of 1% w/w polymer solution in the presence of 1.07% w/w Na-S was observed at 50 ± 0.1°C (Table 4). It can therefore be hypothesized that HPMC molecular weight influences SLN particle size, affecting the viscosity of the aqueous medium during coacervation process, as reported in the literature (Schultz and Daniels 2000, Wollenweber et al. 2000). These authors observed an increase of droplet size in O/W emulsions occurring for higher molecular weight HPMC, due to a reduction of HPMC availability at the oil–water interface, because of the stronger polymer intra-chain interactions (expressed as higher viscosities). A similar mechanism might be supposed in SLN stabilization.
Melting enthalpies were found to vary slightly for SLN stabilized with various molecular weight HPMC).

The possibility of application of SLN obtained by the coacervation process in drug delivery was then evaluated using Nile Red, a fluorescent dye, as a lipophilic model substance to be encapsulated in 1% w/w SA-SLN (PVA 9000). SLN of ~350 nm (Figure 6) were obtained with an encapsulation efficiency of 92 ± 0.5%.

![Fluorescence microscope photograph of 1% SA-SLN containing Nile Red.](image)

**Figure 6.** Fluorescence microscope photograph of 1% SA-SLN containing Nile Red.

**Conclusions**

In this work an innovative process, based on acidic coacervation of fatty acids from their sodium salt micelles in the presence of a stabilizer, is proposed for the SLN production. Close to monodisperse nanoparticles suspensions, easy to be freeze-dried, can be produced. This process presents several advantages, concerning the possibility to overcome many of the formulation problems connected with known techniques. No solvent is used, no sophisticated apparatus is needed, making the method feasible, suitable for laboratory production and easy to scale-up. The coacervation of FA seems to be a promising technique to load lipophilic substances within SLN with good encapsulation efficiency. Further studies are in progress to prepare SLN for drug delivery.
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